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Moon Duo
Shadow of the Sun

track liSting: 
Wilding (4:58)
Night Beat (6:01)
Free the Skull (4:01)
Zero (3:11)
In a Cloud (5:59)
Thieves (3:34)
Slow Down Low (5:34)
Ice (7:10)
Animal (2:09)
Fadeaway (2:56) [Vinyl only]

key inFormation / Selling PointS:
Hometown / Key Markets: 
Portland, New York, Austin, San Francisco, Seattle, Los 
Angeles, Chicago

Selling Points / Key Press: 
Every copy of the lP comes with a 7" featuring lead 
single “Animal” and vinyl-exclusive B-side “Fadeaway”
1000 copies of limited edition red vinyl available
Four-week U.S. tour planned around SXSW in March
Full U.S. press and radio campaigns planned

“[L]ayered, rhythmically indulgent production...just 
plain sounds and feels great.” – Pitchfork on Circles 
(SoundScan LTD: 7000+)

Related Catalog: 
SBR-024 Moon Duo Killing Time 12" eP
SBR-050 Moon Duo Mazes cd/lP
SBR-083 Moon Duo Circles cd/lP

RiYL: Spiritualized, LOOP, The War on Drugs

catalog #: SBR-122
genre: Alternative/Psych
releaSe date: 3-3-2015
available FormatS: cd, lP + 7", red lP + 7"
UPc-cd: 616892251347
UPc-lP: 616892251248
UPc-color lP: 616892258049 
exPort reStrictionS: None
vinyl iS not retUrnable
box lot: cd 30 / lP + 7" 30

label contact:
Sacred Bones Records
67 West St., Suite 221
Brooklyn, NY 11222
info@sacredbonesrecords.com
www.sacredbonesrecords.com

Moon Duo began work on their latest album during a period in which they 
faced a curious new reality. Freed from deadlines and expectations, and suddenly 
off the road for a stretch, Ripley Johnson and Sanae Yamada found themselves 
each experiencing strange shifts in their perceptions of reality. Like the beginning 
of an acid trip, or the edge of dusk, when shadows converge mysteriously with 
light, life began to slip into a surreal dream, and then back, suddenly, without 
warning. Unstable in these strange shadows and light, the band turned to music 
to tether themselves to a kind of working sanity. 

Shadow of the Sun is the result of a few months of wrangling with this new unset-
tling way of being. Working both in a dark basement in Portland, and above 
ground in sunny San Francisco, these new sounds and songs veered dramati-
cally from groove to groove, revealing sonic textures the duo had not previously 
explored. The song “Night Beat,” with its woozy dance rhythm, is an attempt at 
finding joy and acceptance on this new, shifting ground, while “Wilding” plays 
off the familiar Moon Duo sound, taking refuge in a repetitive, grounding 
riff-scape. Elsewhere the band gives itself entirely up to the trip, cruising along 
on the fuzzed rhythms of “Slow Down Low” and “Free the Skull,” crashing into 
the clenched-teeth herky-jerk of “Zero,” and floating down, down, down, on the 
narcotic mist of “In a Cloud.”

To further coat the album in a fog of stoned confusion, the duo decamped to 
Berlin to mix with Finnish beat-meister Jonas Verwijnen of Kaiku Studios. There 
they managed to entirely reverse the clarity of the album, increasing the overall 
focus, and creating an unorthodox argument for sanity through extreme negation 
of proper technique and conventionality. 

The result, at the end of the trip, is the album Shadow of the Sun. 
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